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Abstract 
The systematic dpcapole errOr in the arc dipoles is expected 

to be lb\1 < 0 7. However, the decapole tolerance has been de- 
terlnined to be 16\1 < 0.56, indicating the need for a decapole 
corrertor system in RlllC. A two-family corrector system situ- 
ated next to the focltsing and defocusing quadrupoles can reduce 
the systrmntic decapolc error by a factor of about two and will 
he provided. IT additmrral correct.ors are situated in the inser- 
tions, and optimally placed where ,& and /?,, are equal, one can 
reduce the decapole error by a factor of u 20. A simpler yet 
adequate drcapolr corrector system is obtained by adding the 
msertion correctors while making the corrector strengths at the 
quadrupolrs equal. This system requires only two independent 
power supphes but can reduce the decapole error by an order of 
magnitude. 

Introduction 
The systematic decapole error in the arc dipoles of the Rela- 

tivistlc Heavy Ion Collider (FfHIC)’ is expected to be 16!+1 5 0.7, 
where b\ is the decapole field harmonic in primed units, i.e., at 
a distance from the magnet center of 2 5 cm, multiplied by 10’: 
b; = 10’ x b4 x (2.5 cm)‘. The design requirement of limiting 
the tune spread in the beam to [AY] < 3 x lo-’ for the most 
severe operating conditions, i.e. gold beams at 30 GeV/u, es- 
tablished the decapole tolerance2 to be lb;! < 0.56. Although 
not absolutely necessary, it would seem prudent to provide a 
decapote corrector system at RHIC. The planned corrector sye- 
tern will have two families of correctors situated next to the arc 
quadrupoles QF and QD. With this scheme a factor of abont two 
reduction in the decapole error can be achieved.3S4 

Recently, a novel decapole corrector system was discussed 
by Neuffer. 5*6 He proposed using three correctors, two situated 
next to the arc quadrupoles QF & QD, and one at the midpoint 
of the arc dipole, QC. With this three-corrector arrangement, a 
reduction in the decapole error by three ortlr>rs of magnitude or 
more is claimed.6 Becnrlse the dipoles at RHIC hnve an unbroken 
9.45 m length ma half--cell, it would not be possible to implement 
directly this version of a three-corrector scheme. 

III this paper, the dcrapole corrector scheme planned for 
RHIC is discussed and the effectiveness of a two-family scheme 
is compared with an alternative three-family scheme, which has 
the advantage that it ran be added later on without disturbing 
the original magnet system configuration. The solution here 
proposed takes advantage of the fact that within the insertions, 
therp is a region between quadrupoles Qd--QS whprp the lattice 
functions exhibit similar behavior as in the arc dipoles. Together 
wtth the original correctors at QF and QD, correctors in this 
region will he utilized to form a three--family corrector scheme 
for decapole errors. It. will also be shown that hy making the 
corrector strengths at QF and QD equal, an adequate corrector 
scheme for CHIC can be obtained that uses only two families of 
power supplies. 

7Duneghifts Due to Decapole Errors 
The first-order perturbative expression for the tune shift due 

to a decapole error in a magnet element is given by’ 

l Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy. 

Au!‘) zz (%W;, - ;6 (W%PJ,) - 4i?z&J) }h, (1) 

A”$“) = { - 2~3(8,q3+;6 b&@p) - 2c.(hw,X,)))b4 (2) 

where Dt is the systematic decapole error, 6 is the rnon~c~nt.urr~ 

deviation, e the beam emittancr, and the average over the lattirr 
functions (,&@~X~) is defined by 

(PiBymq3 = g J ~~((a)~~(d)Spn(d)rfd (:J i 

with the mtegral being evaluated over a single magnet ~lrmrnt 
and IV representing the total number of magnet elenrpnts of thr 
same type. 

Relevant contributions to the total tuneshift are madr by the 

decapole error in the 144 arr dipoles, which will he corrected 
by the 72 each decapoie correcton at QF and Qn and thp I? 
optional decapole magnets at the points midway between the QX 
and QQ insertion qnadrupoles. 

It is advantageous to rewrite the tunrshift equat,ions in t,rrms 
of the total emittance 

t7’ = er + Fy = ‘TEI + CT (1 - F) (4) 

with 0 < F _< I, leading to the ~xprms~on for f11(, fr>till 1 Irneshift 
due to all magnet elements in the ring,s 

& = c {2(&S;), $ 

- $w - fi’)(Bd&X,), -- lq;j~,~,),) }.i, 

g = t3 { - W”x,J).~ 
, 

+ ; ((1 - F)(gx,), - 2q/?r&Yp)i)}St Y 
with S, the decapole strength of a magnet element normali~~r~~l 10 
the dipole error 

hL s; = - 
hi+ 

where b+,l, denotes the integrated strength of a singI<, Inagnet. untt 
and b& the decapole error due to a single dipole Table I ~IYPS 
the averaged lattice functions for the various magnet rl~mrnts 
relevant to the decapole correction system 

The tuneshift is evidently odd in 6 and linear in 6’/r~ allcl P 
which therefore are convenient independent variahlrs in oytrr~~iz- 

ing the correction system 
Two-Corrector Scheme 

The RHIC dipole has been redesigned by increasing thp spars 
between coil and iron yoke to reduce the saturation intfucrcl 
decapole term.’ The remaining decapole error is small enough 
that operation is expected to be possible without correction. The 
most severe operating conditions in IWIC are for gold beams 
at 30 GeV/u when intrabeam scattering rt=snlts in R momentllnl 
spread 6 = rtO.5596 and an emittance oft-~ = 2x 10-s m.rad after 
10 h storage. The design requirement of limit,ing the tune spread 
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Table I: Averaged lattice functions for RHIC. 

Dipole Corrector Q QF Corrector E4 QD Corrector 0 QC Corrector 0 Q8/s 

(@rdU,“), m4 34.9 82.2 2.1 24.92 (/3:x,), 1113 3X0/12 671 8 1622 30.8 466.4 

490 7 314 7 
775.d/12 

158.7 466 4 774 26.2 16 0 8112 

10.5 24.92 32 9112 

559.4 61.1 818.5 466.4 773 a/12 
__- 

111 the beam to (AL)\ < 3 x 10e3 establish4 the drrapole tolerance 
I.0 tram /O;I < 1) 56 ‘1’1~ systrnlatir decapole error is expected to be 
less titan 0 7, suggesting that only a minimal correction system, 
such as a two- corrector scheme with a corrector near each of the 
arc ql~adru~~illes is required 

In the two--corrector scheme, optimal settings for the correc- 
tors RI-P obtajnwl by requiring that the tuneshift be independent 
of F, i e 8~ (Au=) = 0 and 0~ (Av,,) = 0 resulting in 

t: 
=QF,QD 

( 2(‘~B,x,), + (PZS,),}bil, =’ 
(9) 

- ( 2(@d%X,)~ + (P:&)n}b,DL 
x 

t=CJF,QD 

{W3&&J, + (L$~,),}Wi = 
- ( W%P,X,)D + ($X,b}bd 

(10) 

Notr that the8p conditions are independent of 6 and ET. Using 
the numerical values in Table I leads to 

b4& = -0.58 x btDL 

b,& = -1.00 x b,J 

In Fig. 1 the corrected tuneshift due to a decapole error in 
the arc dipoles and its reduction by a two-corrector system using 
these corrector settings is compared. ThP tuneshift is plotted 
in terms of a dimensionless variable q representing the ratio of 
rnomrntum to bptatron amplitude 

lo-‘/ 
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Fig. 1: Normalized horizontal and vertical tuneshifts Av(‘)/biq 
aa a function of the momentum/betatrorI amplitude ratio 17. The 
rorrrrted tuneshifts (solid curves) are shown for a two-corrector 
scheme and compared with uncobected values (dashed curves) 

(11) 

evaluated at the focusing quadrupoles, where A’, = I ci 111 and 
p = 50 m. The maximum tuneshift is for Au-beams at 30 
GeV/u which corresponds to q RI 1. From Fig 1 followa that 
a two-corrector scheme will reduce the maximum tuneshift. by a 

factor of two which in view of the above comments is considered 
adequate and it will be provided on day-one 

Three-Corrector Scheme 
It is recognized that the introduction of a third corrector 

family will result in a significant improvement of the decapole 
correction scheme. The ideal location for the third corrector is the 
half-cell midpoint. At RHIC, the arc dipole is an unbroken 9.45 nr 
tong, so this scheme is not appropriate and it is necessary to place 
the third coprector family in the C&-Q9 driftspace at each end of 
the arcs, where /?* equals & As seen from the entries in Table 
I, the Qd/QQ location is in first-order equivalent to the half-ceil 
midpoint. However it is important to note that each corrector in 
the insertion must compensate for the decapole error in twelve 
dipoles thus requiring a correspondingly increased atrrngth. A 
potential further disadvantage could be the excitation of 5th 
order resonances which would require compensating decapole 
magnets in the insertion at locations with zero dispersion. 

The corrector settings can be optimized to satisfy different 
objectIves. A unique solution is obtained by requiring the correc- 
tor strengths to be independent of the beam dimensions which in 
RHIC will vary with ion species and operating energy The cor- 
rector settings are then determined by requiring the tuneshifts 
to be independent of F leading to a set of constraints as in the 
two-corrector scheme but now with i = QF, QD, Q89. In ad- 

dition, the condition that IAvi’)l = IAv$‘ll for all 6 is imposed 
leading to the additional constraint 

t3 ((~4 - w$h}~t = -((PJ;,Ll -(&X,3),} (12) 

With the values in Table I, the following corrector settings 
are found 

b4vFi = -0.152 b4& 

b,vDl = -0.159 b& 

bwqasl = -12 x 0.540 b4DL 

Using these corrector settings a correction factor of N 20 is 
obtained. The optimum settings are close to the Simpson’s Rule 
values (l/S, 2/3, l/6), which would yield a correction factor of 
less than 10. A study is in progress to determine the source 
of this smaller than expected correction factor. However, the 
results emphasize the sensitivity of the three-corrector scheme 
and suggests the use of a more modest but simpler corrertion 
scheme. 

Modified Three-Corrector Scheme 
A simplified, yet adequate, corrector scheme may be readily 

found by equating the currents in the QF and QD correctors, 
which has the virtue of only requiring two families of powrr 
supplies. The required rorprtor strengt.hs are again determined 
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by requiring the tuneshifts to be independent of F. The resulting 
corrector strengths rollnw as 

b,yFl = b,+.,l = -0.144 x b,& 

bws91 = -12 x 0.550 x b,I,L 

A theoretical correction fartor of about 16 is obtained The 
corrected tuneshift Is also less sensitive to variations in the rorrec- 
tor strengths than the full thrcteecorrector scheme. The reduction 
in tuneshift calculated here would be more than adequate for any 
foreseeable error in CHIC. III fact, using the insertion correctors 
alone with a single power supply provides a theoretical reduction 
of the tuneshift by a factor of 5. The addition of warm correc- 
tor magnets at the Qd/9 location represents thus an attractive 
future option. 

Comparison with Trncking Studies 
The preceding discussion of a decapole correction schemr for 

ItIIlC is based on a first-order analytical approximation to beam- 
dynamics A comparison of the analytical results with tracking 
studies is clearly indicated in order to determine the importance 
of second-order effects such as the momentum-dependence of the 
lattice functions 

The maximum tuneshift due to a decayole error in the dipole 
ol lb;/ = 0.7 obtained by tracking is shown in Fig. 2 for Au 
beams at 30 GeV/u The following comments on the tracking 
results can be made: 

1. The tuneshift from tracking agrees with the analytical 
results in the absence of correctors. 

2. The tuneshift reduction with correctora at QF and 
QD is at least a factor 2) again in agreement with 
theory. 

3. The tuneshift reduction with correctors in the inser- 
tion and at QF/QD is smaller than the theoretical 
predictton by a factor of about. 2. This difference is, 
at least in part, due to the limited precision in the 
determination of tune by tracking .4 further cum 
trihuting factor is the momentum dependence of the 
lattice functions: the corrector setting is not optimal 
for off -mamentuni particles and the effectiveness of 
the correction system is reduced. 

In conclusion, it can be stated that the tracking results 
confirm the viabihty of the planned ItIIIC decapole correction 
system with correctors at QF and QD and optional correctors in 
the insertions. 
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Fig. 2: The maximum tuneshift due to a decapole error in the arc 
dipole of lb\1 = 0.7 for Au-beams at 30 GeV/u The resu1t.s were 
obtained with the PATHIC’IA tracking code for the cases of 
1 no decnpole correction (dashed curves), 2. a two fatrdy 
system with correctors at QF and QD (dot-dashed curves), 3. a 
two-family systeni with correctors in lhr inserlicbn QW and a! 
QF 8 QD (solid cwws) 


